FALL 2015 WRITING CONTEST WINNERS

James F. Parker Prize in Fiction

Rachel Abbot, “Kosmic Kafe”
*Brigid Ludwig, “A Kind of Lie”
Danielle Resh, “Drain Babies”

James F. Parker Prize in Poetry

Shannon Jones, “American Jazz and other poems”
Riley Ratcliff, “My Phenomenology”
*Fred Tally-Foos, “Waiting for chemistry to happen and other poems”

James F. Parker Prize in Nonfiction

Bruno Barbosa, “Dissecting the Serpent: Female Sexual Desire, la facultad and the mestizo Consciousness”
*Dylan Davidson, “Cries and Whispers: Sonic Ontology in There Will Be Blood and Her”
Sera Kong, “Marginal Endeavors”

*First Prize